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Centum Scoring Test 

Question Paper – 4  

Economics   

Lesson No. 10,11,12 

Class XII –std                                                                                    Marks : 90 

PART – A  

Note :  (i) Each question Carries one mark 

             (ii) Answer all questions  

Choses the correct answer                                                            20x1=20 

1. An economy has not thought of unemployment of any factors of 

production, particularly                                                                                                 

a) investment b) saving c) labour d) capital 

2. Say’s law of market in a demand of the possibility of general  over – 

production                                                                                                                              

a) mass unemployment b) deficiency of aggregate demand c) both a+b        

d) none  

3. Classical theory of full employment economic believed that the productive 

capacity                                                                                                                                   

a) increase investment b) country decides how much to be produced c) 

economy produces as much as it can d) b and c 

4. Propounded is law of market in book’s treaties on political economy a) 

Alfred Marshall b) Ricardo c) J.M Keynes d) J.B. Say  

5. The central problem in macroeconomics is has determination of ……. and 

…….. nation as a whole                                                                                                         

a) income and employment b) investment and saving c) income and 

expeditor d) employment and saving 
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6. Marginal efficiency of capital depends upon the …………….                                                    

a) supply price of capital b) prospective yield from saving c) prospective 

yield from capital d) both a and c 

7. The principle of …. Occupies a key position in the Keynesian theory of 

employment                                                                                                                            

a) effective demand b) effective supply c) effective expenditure d) effective 

saving 

8. Consumption function is positive but ………………                                                                                                                              

a) less than one b) equal to one c) greater than one d) all the above  

9. The autonomous consumption will become ……….. in the long run                               

a) greater b) less c) zero d) equal  

10. The reserve bank of India of our country  has classified the money supply of 

one country in to components                                                                                                                      

a) five b) four c) three d) two  

11. The bank rate is the ………..at which the central of a country will land money 

to all other banks                                                                                                                   

a) constant rate b) maximum rate c) saving rate d) minimum rate  

12. The ability of a commercial bank to creates credit depends upon to………….                       

a) cash reserve b) bank rate c) optimum rate d) income  

13. Consumption is ……………. Related to net private wealth                                               

a) negative b) positive c) effective d) affective  

14. Inflation even without a rise in the price level.  This is known as …………..           

a) stagflation b) repressed inflation c) profit –push inflation d) deflation  

15. The phrase ………..means the absence of direct and proportional benefit to 

the tax payer from the government                                                                                    

a) without quid pro quo b) with quid pro quo c)both d) none  

16. ………….are considered as fundamental principle of taxation                                            

a) canons of taxation b) budget c) expedience d) monetary policy  

17. …….is also called the “ability to pay” principle of taxation.                                

a) cannon of certainty b) cannon of convenience c) cannon of equity                   

d) cannon of economy 
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18. ……………signifies that the cost of collecting the revenue should be kept at 

the minimum possible level                                                                                           

a) cannon of equity b) cannon of certainty c) cannon of convenience d) 

cannon of economy  

19. The ……….in practice implies tax base and tax rate                                                     

a) ability to consume b) ability to sales c) ability to credit d) ability to pay  

20. Classical economist advocated……………..                                                                             

a) balanced budget b) unbalanced c) surplus budget d) deficit budget 

 

PART –B 

Answer any questions in which question No.30 is compulsory         7x2=14 

 

21.  What are the assumption of say’s law of market? 

22. What is own effective demand? 

23. Write a note on multiplies. 

24. Define money. 

25. What are the instruments of quantitative credit central? 

26. Define monetary policy. 

27. What is the subject molten of public finance ? 

28. What are cannon of taxation? 

29. Define public finance. 

30. What is bottleneck inflation? 

 

PART – C 

Answer any seven questions in which question no.40 is compulsory     7x3=21 

 

31. What are the criticism of say’s law? 

32. Draw the flow chart to depict the essence of Keynes theory? 

33. Describe the consumption function with diagram. 

34. Explain the difficulties of barter system. 
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35. Explain the equation of exchange. 

36. Write a note on monetary policy. 

37. Explain the cannons of taxation. 

38. What are the main sources of tax revenue of the state government. 

39. Differentiate between the direct tax and indirect tax. 

40. Draw the diagram for simple income determination. 

 

 

PART –D 

  

Answer all the questions              7x5=35 

 

41. What are the assumptions of Keynes simple income determination?  

(or) 

Explain types of inflation. 

42. Critically examine j.b. say’s law of markets. 

(or) 

Classify budgets. 

43. Discuss the effects and remedies for inflation. 

(or) 

Write a note on aggregate demand and aggregate demand function. 

44. Discuss the instruments of monetary policy. 

(or) 

Define tax and explain the kinds of direct taxes. 

45. What are the objective of fiscal policy? 

(or) 

Discuss the quantity theory of money. 

46. Describe the simple theory of income determination with a suitable 

diagram. 

(or) 

Describe the function of money. 
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47. Discuss the causes of inflation. 

(or) 

Draw a diagram of monetary transmission mechassism and explain it.   

 

“Success in pure hard work endowed with patience” 
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